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lmmunocytochemical
and electrophysiological
techniques
were used to localize TTX-sensitive
sodium channels (NaChs)
over the soma-dendritic
axis of basilar and nonbasilar
pyramidal cells of the electrosensory
lateral line lobe (ELL) of
weakly electric
fish (Apferonofus
lepforhynchus).
Dense
NaCh-like immunolabel
was detected on the membranes
of
basilar
and nonbasilar
pyramidal
cell somata.
Punctate
regions of immunolabel
(- 15 Nrn) were separated
by nonlabeled expanses
of membrane
over the entire extent of
basal dendrites.
Similar punctate
immunolabel
was observed over the apical dendrites,
and frequently
on membranes of afferent parallel fiber boutons in the distal apical
dendritic region.
Intracellular
recordings
from pyramidal
cell somata or
proximal apical dendrites
(75-200 pm) were obtained using
an in vitro ELL slice preparation.
TTX-sensitive
potentials
were identified
by focal pressure
ejection of TTX. Somatic
recordings
demonstrated
both TTX-sensitive
fast spike discharge and a slow prepotential;
similar but lower amplitude
potentials were recorded in apical dendrites. Dendritic spikes
were composed
of at least two active components
triggered
by a fast prepotential
(FPP) generated
by the somatic spike.
TTX-sensitive
spikes propagated
in a retrograde fashion over
at least the proximal 200 pm of the apical dendrites,
as determined by the conduction
of an antidromic
population
spike
and focal TTX ejections.
Somatic spikes were followed
by
a depolarizing
afterpotential
(DAP) that was similar in duration and refractory
period to that of proximal
dendritic
spikes. During repetitive
spike discharge,
the DAP could
increase in amplitude
and attain somatic spike threshold,
generating
a high-frequency
spike doublet and a subsequent
hyperpolariration
that terminated
spike discharge.
Repetition of this process
gave rise to an oscillatory
burst discharge (2-6 spikes/burst)
with a frequency of 40-60 Hz. Both
the DAP and oscillatory
discharge
were selectively
blocked
by TTX ejections
restricted
to the proximal apical dendritic
region.
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The present study demonstrates
an immunolocalization
of
NaChs over somatic and dendritic
membranes
of a vertebrate sensory neuron that correlates
with the distribution
of
TTX-sensitive
potentials.
The interaction
of somatic and
dendritic
action potentials
is further shown to underlie
an
oscillatory
discharge
believed
to be important
in electrosensory processing.
[Key words: sodium channel, action potential,
dendritic
spike, oscillation,
depolarizing
afterpotentiar,
prepotentials,
electric fish, electrolocation,
fast prepotential
(FPP)]

Voltage-dependent NaChs have long beenrecognized asan important determinant of neuronal excitability, with the diversity
of NaChs becomingincreasingly apparent with biochemical and
molecular analysesof NaCh structure and function (Sara0et al.,
1991; Catterall, 1992; Mandel, 1992; Schaller et al., 1992). The
role for NaChs in determining cellular activity is further shown
by a differential distribution at the regionaland subcellularlevel
(Mandel, 1992) and in the wide range of neuronal activities
incorporating NaCh activation (Stafstrom et al., 1982, 1985;
Llinas, 1988; Alonso and Llinas, 1989; Schwindt et al., 1989;
Stys et al., 1993; Turner et al., 1993).
At the subcellular level, NaChs have been localized cytochemically in both intact and cultured neurons to axon nodes
of Ranvier (Ellisman and Levinson, 1982; Black et al., 1989;
Devor et al., 1989; England et al., 1990) the initial segment
(Catterall, 1981; Wollner and Catterall, 1986; Angelides et al.,
1988) and somatic membrane (Angelides et al., 1988; Westenbroek et al., 1989; Caffrey et al., 1992). Although cytochemical
studieshave demonstrated NaChs on neurites of cultured neurons (Catterall, 1981; Boudier et al., 1985; Angelides et al.,
1988) most evidence for NaChs localized to dendritic membrane has been obtained through electrophysiological analysis
(Benardo et al., 1982; Huguenard et al., 1989; Masukawa et al.,
1991; Turner et al., 1991a, 1993; Jaffe et al., 1992; Kim and
Connors, 1993; Stuart and Sakmann, 1994). Dendritic recordings from hippocampal and neocortical pyramidal cellsprovide
evidence that these channelscan promote the retrograde conduction of a spike from soma to dendrite, or boost the weight
of synaptic transmission by initiating a spike at the dendritic
level (Wong et al., 1979; Turner et al., 1989, 199la, 1993;
Amitai et al., 1993; Rim and Connors, 1993; Stuart and Sakmann, 1994).
In the present study we combined immunocytochemical and
electrophysiological techniques to identify the subcellular distribution and function of TTX-sensitive NaChs in somatic and
dendritic regionsof a vertebrate sensoryneuron. We have cho-
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sen for several reasons to work with pyramidal
cells of the
electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) of the weakly electric fish
Apteronotus leptorhynchus (brown ghost knife fish). First, antibodies prepared to the TTX-binding
protein (NaCh a-subunit)
of Electrophorus electrocytes (Ellisman
and Levinson,
1982)
recognize brain NaChs of this related gymnotiform
weakly electric fish (Devor et al., 1989). Secondly, gymnotiform
fish are a
favorable neuroethological
system in which to study sensory
processing related to both electrolocation
and electrocommunication (Bastian, 1986a, 1990; Bullock and Heiligenberg,
1986;
Heiligenberg
et al., 199 1; Metzner and Heiligenberg,
199 1). ELL
pyramidal cells, in particular,
have been extensively analyzed
in vivo with regard to the encoding of spatial and temporal
characteristics
of electrosensory
input during the behavior of
electrolocation
(Saunders and Bastian, 1984; Bastian, 1986b,
1990; Shumway, 1989; Bastian and Courtright,
199 1). Finally,
the large size, laminar distribution,
and conspicuous dendritic
structure of pyramidal
cells make them an ideal cell type to
investigate the subcellular function(s) of NaChs in a vertebrate
neuron.
Our work demonstrates
that TTX-sensitive
NaChs are distributed over somatic and dendritic membranes of ELL pyramidal cells. Intrasomatic
and -dendritic
recordings further reveal a soma-dendritic
interaction
in Na+ spike generation that
underlies an oscillatory discharge relevant to electrosensory processing.
Some of this work has been presented in abstract form (Ellisman et al., 1988).

Materials

and Methods

Tissuejixation. The ELL ofApteronotus leptorhynchus was prepared for
immunohistochemical
reaction and analysis by light or electron microscopy (LM, EM). Fish of 15-25 gm weight were perfused with phosohate-buffered saline (0.9% NaCI. 0.1 M. DH 7.2) (PBS) containing 4%
paraformaldehyde (PARA) for LM or 0.0 i M periodate; 0.075 M lyiine,
2% paraformaldehyde (PWPARA) for EM (McLean and Nakane, 1974;
Maler et al., 198 1). The brain was blocked at the level of optic tectum
and postfixed for 1 hr in PARA (LM) or PL/PARA (EM). Transverse
slices of the medulla were cut by Vibratome (LM, 250 Km; EM, 80 pm)
under microscopic observation in cold (4°C) PBS and blocked to a
trapezoid configuration containing the ELL.
Tissueprocessingfor light microscopic immunohistochemistry. Tissue
destined for LM was prepared for sectioning by cryomicrotomy. Tissue
blocks were cryoprotected by sequential placement in chilled PARA
(II) containing 0.5 M, 1.0 M, and 2.3 M sucrose for periods of 30 min,
30 min, and 2 hr, respectively. Tissue blocks were then mounted onto
slot pins in PBS containing 2.3 M sucrose, fast frozen in liquid propane
or freon, and stored in liquid nitrogen. Semithin sections of 0.5-1.5 pm
thickness were cut at -64°C (Reichart Ultracut E), mounted on gelcoated slides, and placed in a moist chamber.
Fluorescent double-labeling was used to reveal NaChs and pyramidal
cell structure. NaCh immunoiabel was obtained using a polyclonal antiNaCh antibodv (1: 100) developed against the TTX-binding
protein
(NaCh ol-sub&j
of elkctric orian (glisman and Levinson, -l G82). A
monoclonal anti-tubulin antibody (1:20; Boehringer) counterstained tubulin-containing pyramidal cell structures. Sections were treated at room
temperature according to standard immunocytochemical
procedures
using horse anti-mouse IgG-biotin (1:50; Vector) and donkey anti-rabbit
IgG-fluorescein (1:20; Amersham), and streptavidin-Texas red (1:200;
Amersham). The wash solution through the application of secondary
antibodies was PBS, 0.05 M glycine, 0.5% gelatin, 0.5% normal horse
serum (Vector), and PBS thereafter. Slides were coverslipped with antifade medium (PBS, 90% glycerol, 0.1% p-phenylenediamine;
pH lo),
sealed with nail polish, and stored at -20°C.
Tissue processing for preembedding immunohistochemistry.
Tissue
blocks for EM were reacted at 4°C using the anti-NaCh antibody (1:
loo), Goat anti-rabbit IgG (1: 100; Amersham), and a rabbit peroxidaseantiperoxidase complex (1:200, Amersham). The working solution up
to the postsecondary washes was a Tris-buffered saline (50 mM, pH 7.3)
(TBS) containing 0.5% glycine, 1% bovine serum albumin, 1% normal

goat serum. The peroxidase label was revealed by preincubation oftissue
sections in diaminobenzidine
(0.5 mg/ml) and subsequent addition of
0.02% H,O,. Sections were osmicated in TBS, 1% osmium for 30 min
and washed in distilled water. Sections were then dehydrated through
an ethanol (EtOH) and EtOH/acetone/Epon-Araldite
series for immersion in epoxy resin before flat embedding and polymerization at 60°C
overnight. Tissue sections were mounted on Epon blocks and 70 nm
sections cut and placed on 200 mesh grids.
Preparation of in vitro slices. ELL slices were prepared for in vitro
recording using a technique modified from Mathieson and Maler (1988).
Fish of 10-l 5 gm weight were immobilized by intramuscular injection
of 2% Flaxedil-100 (0.1-0.2 ml, Rhone-Poulenc) and nositioned on a
custom-made stereotaxic apparatus. The gills were sup&fused with oxygenated tank water (95% 0,, 5% CO,) through a burette in the fish’s
mouth, and anesthesia provided by 0.2% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl
ester (MS-222; Sigma) or 0.05% 2-phenoxy-ethanol (Sigma) in the superfusate. The tissue overlying the skull was dissected away under microscopic observation, and the cranium lifted away with forceps after
cutting along the lateral cranial sutures with iridectomy scissors. The
brain was superfused with an oxygenated (95% O,, 5% CO,) artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) consisting of (in mM) 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 0.75
KH,PO,, 1.6 CaCl,, 1.2 MgSO,, 24 NaHCO,, and 10 D-glucose, pH
7.4. Continual oxygenation of the medulla to this point was confirmed
by examining the rate of venous return in vessels exiting and coursing
over the ELL surface. A micro-scalpel was used to cut the anterior lateral
line nerve at the ventrolateral surface of the medulla, sever the spinal
cord, and block the brain at a -45” angle at the level of optic tecium.
The fish was then immersed in cold (4°C) nreoxvaenated ACSF and the
brain lifted out with a spatula.
. ’ -The rostra1 surface ofthe brain was attached to a precooled aluminum
block with cyanoacrylite glue and surrounded with gelatin (20% in distilled water) ejected from a previously warmed syringe (-28°C) to provide support during slice preparation; 550 pm slices were cut by vibratome under microscopic observation in a chamber filled with cold
oxygenated ACSF (4°C). Excess gelatin was trimmed from a slice using
forceps and iridectomy scissors, and the slice floated onto a spatula
rostra1 side up for transfer to an in vitro recording chamber. Slices were
maintained as an “interface preparation” at room temperature by perfusion of oxygenated ACSF (l-2 ml/min) and superfusion of humidified
95% O,, 5% CO, gas. Dissection was completed in - 15 min and the
tissue allowed 1.5 hr for recovery and equilibration before recordings
were carried out.
Stimulating and recordingprocedures. Square wave stimulating pulses
were delivered through isolation units (0.1 msec, l-50 V, Digitimer
SIU) to bipolar stimulating electrodes (twisted 62 pm nichrome wire)
placed on pyramidal cell axons within the plexiform layer. Extracellular
recording electrodes were broken back under microscopic observation
to a tip diameter of l-2 pm and backfilled with HEPES (10 mM; N-2hydroxyethanepiperizine-N’-2-ethane
sulfonic acid)-buffered Ringer’s
solution consistine oftin mM) 148 NaCl. 3.75 KCl. 1.6 CaCl,. 1.2 MeCl,.
10 D-glucose; pH-7.4; 3 10 mmol/kg (iO-30 MR’ resistance). Glass ii:
tracellular recording electrodes were backfilled with 2 M potassium acetate (SO-100 MR resistance). All electrical activity was referenced to
an Ag/AgCl bath ground (extracellular, AC coupled; intracellular, DC
to 10 kHz bandpass), digitized, and led to a microcomputer for storage
and off-line analysis (Axon Instruments, ~CLAMP).
Intracellular recordings were obtained primarily in the centromedial
segment of transverse ELL slices, and in some cases, from the centrolateral segment. Recordings in longitudinally oriented slices could not
be classified according to segmental map, but were likely from the centrolateral or lateral segments. Cells included for data analysis exhibited
large-amplitude spikes (>70 mV) and a characteristic discharge pattern
in response to current injection. Laminar profiles of extracellular field
potentials were collected by the sequential placement of a recording
electrode over the pyramidal cell soma-dendritic
axis. The distance
between recording locations was calculated by reference to the average
value of each stratum previously measured in cresyl violet-stained tissue
sections. Potentials at each site were recorded 50-75 pm deep to the
surface, and three responses were collected for signal averaging. Average
values are expressed as mean ? SEM with samples chosen randomly
for cases in which total n > 15. Statistical significance was determined
using the Student’s t test.
Focal pressure application of pharmacological agents. Pharmacological agents were focally applied to somatic or dendritic regions by adding
drugs to the electrolyte of extracellular recording electrodes (see above;
Turner et al., 1989). Air pressure pulses applied to the side port of the
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Figure 1. A, Cresyl violet-stained transverse section through the rhombencephalon of Apteronotus leptorhynchus illustrating the position of the
electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) and its constituent topographic maps. The ELL is interposed between the brainstem and the overlying cerebellar
lobes, the eminentia granularis pars posterior (EGp), and the corpus cerebelli (CC@. Dashed lines in the ELL indicate the boundaries between four
topographic maps of the body surface, the medial (MS), centromedial (C’MS), centrolateral (CLS), and lateral (U) segments. Cell body layers
course in a mediolateral direction across each segmental map. B, Expanded view of a CMS basilar pyramidal cell in relation to the various lamina
of the ELL (dashed lines). Primary afferent input to the basal dendrite terminates in the deep neuropil layer (DNL) at the boundary of the granule
cell body layer (CCL; cell bodies not apparent). Pyramidal cell somata are located within the pyramidal cell body layer (PCL), bounded by the
plexiform layer (PLX) ventrally and the tSF dorsally. The prominent apical dendrites of pyramidal cells course through the tSF and a molecular
layer divided into ventral (VML) or dorsal (DML) divisions according to the termination of descending feedback inputs. C, Slightly enlarged view
of a nonbasilar pyramidal cell, illustrating the lack of a basal dendrite and the prominent apical dendrite extending through the tSF, VML, and
DML. Cells were labeled by intrasomatic biocytin injection and streptavidin-HRP.
Scale bars: A, 500 pm; C, 50 pm.
electrode holder (70-200 msec, 5-l 5 psi) ejected drugs in the immediate
location of the extracellular recording site. A direct visual estimate of
the initial radius of drug application was obtained in dendritic regions
under transillumination.
Ejection time and pressure for somatic ejections was first established by testing the electrode in molecular regions
of cerebellum distant from the recording site. Confirmation of drug
diffusion away from the ejection site was obtained by monitoring potentials at adjacent sites that were previously shown to be sensitive to
the ejected drug. A rapid, local effect was thus achieved by adjusting
drug concentrations to - 10 times greater than that normally effective
when bath applied, as discussed in Turner et al. (1989, 199 1a). MgCl
and KC1 replaced MgSO, and KH,PO, in the slice medium when ejecting
Mn*+ or Cd2+ in order to prevent precipitation. Ejection of the carrier
medium alone had no effect. The use of this technique permitted us to
block somatic or apical dendritic NaChs selectively by ejecting TTX
onto either side of the tractus stratum fibrosum fiber bundle (tSF, -75
Fm); the tSF appears to act as an effective barrier against drug diffusion
between the pyramidal cell body and molecular layers. Evidence for this
comes from delays of up to 2 min in detecting the effects of an ejected
drug on potentials recorded from the other side of the tSF. In contrast,
potentials recorded within 100 pm of an ejection site on the same side
of the tSF can be affected within 10 sec.
Intracellular biocytin injections and tissue processing. Cells were identified anatomically using a technique modified from Horikawa and Armstrong (1988). Biocytin (Sigma) was made up as a 2% solution in 2 M
potassium acetate titrated via acetic acid to pH 7.2, restricting biocytin
iniections to positive currents greater than - 1.2 nA (10-30 min pulsed
0; DC). Background peroxidaie activity was eliminated from 80 pm
Vibratome sections by immersion in 0.3% H,O,/PBS for 10 min. HRP
was revealed using DAB (0.2 m&ml) in 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer
(pH 6.0) reacted with 0.2% glucose and 0.075% glucose-oxidase (Sigma).

Results
Structure of the ELL and pyramidal neurons
The ELL has a distinct laminar structure consisting of a deep
fiber layer composed of primary afferent fibers, a deep neuropil
layer containing
primary afferent terminals, a layer of granular
interneurons,
a plexiform layer of pyramidal cell efferent fibers,
and a pyramidal cell body layer (Fig. 1A). Pyramidal cell somata
are confined to the pyramidal cell layer while their apical dendrites project dorsally through the tSF and a molecular layer
subdivided into ventral (VML) and dorsal (DML) divisions (Fig.
1B). The tSF is composed of thin myelinated afferent axons that
forms a prominent
visual landmark, clearly separating the pyramidal and molecular layers (Maler, 1979; Maler et al., 1982).
The VML contains terminating
tSF afferent fibers, and the DML,
parallel fibers emanating
from granule cells in the overlying
cerebellum.
The exact boundary between the VML and DML
cannot be seen directly in unstained tissue, but is -200 pm from
the tSF/pyramidal
cell layer boundary. The ELL is subdivided
into four segmental topographic
maps: medial, centromedial,
centrolateral,
and lateral (Fig. 1A; Carr and Maler, 1986; Maler
et al., 1991). The present study focused only on the last three
of these segments, as they receive input from tuberous electroreceptors and function as a spatiotemporal
filter of electrosensory input (Carr and Maler, 1986; Maler, 1989; Shumway, 1989).
Pyramidal
cells give rise to thick proximal
apical dendrites
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(6-8 pm) that penetrate the tSF in bundles and branch - 100
pm from the cell body near the junction of the tSF and VML
(Fig. lB, C). These branches ramify through the VML and DML
over a distance -550 Km to form a planar arborization - 100
pm wide parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ELL (Saunders
and Bastian, 1984). Basilar pyramidal cells (approximately half
the population) have a thick basal dendrite (- 10 pm) that penetrates the plexiform layer and runs vertically for 200400 pm
to ramify in the deep neuropil layer (Fig. 1B). A second pyramidal cell type, the nonbasilar pyramidal cell, lacks a basal
dendrite (Fig. 1C) and can thus be distinguished histologically
on the basis of a rounded soma and the presence of numerous
small somatic dendrites. A thin axon (~2.0 km) typically emanates from the soma of pyramidal cells and projects rostromedially in the plexiform layer (Maler, 1979). Previous anatomical studies have shown that the above characteristics are
sufficient to differentiate pyramidal cells from other cell types
in this region (i.e., VML and polymorphic cells; Maler, 1979;
Maler et al., 198 1).
Immunocytochemistry
of NaCh distribution
Electron microscopic studies have shown that both the apical
and basaldendrites of pyramidal cells are characterized by numerousevenly spacedmicrotubules (Maler et al., 1981). Antibodiesdirected against/3-tubulin were therefore effective as an
immunolabel counterstainfor dendritesand various myelinated
fibers. The tubulin antibody also provided sufficient label of cell
somatato allow identification of basilar versus nonbasilar pyramidal cells (Fig. 2A,C).
NaChswere labeledusinga polyclonal antibody raisedagainst
the TTX-binding protein isolated from the electric organ of
Electrophoruselectricus(Ellisman and Levinson, 1982). A similar selectivity of the antibody for Apteronotus brain NaChswas
shownby Devor et al. (1989), and confirmed hereby elimination
of immunostaining by preabsorption with purified ElectrophorusNaChs(Fig. 20). NaCh immunolabelwasexclusively found
in associationwith the surface membrane of pyramidal cells,
with no staining of internal organelles.The somata of both
basilar and nonbasilar pyramidal cells were densely but unevenly immunostained by the NaCh antibody (Fig. 2B), with
small immunoreactive patchesseparatedby unlabeledregions.
NaCh immunolabel wasalso observed surrounding the somata
of smaller cells within the pyramidalcell layer (Fig. 2B); cells
identified aspolymorphic intemeuronson the basisof their size,
shape,and dendritic orientation (Maler, 1979). The immunolabel observed on pyramidal cell somata continued onto the
proximal portions of both apical and basaldendrites. Sections
of the small diameter axon hillock and initial segmentof these
cells (Maler, 1979) were not obtained at either the light or EM
level.
The entire extent of the thick descendingtrunk of pyramidal
cell basal dendrites was covered with small puncta of NaCh
immunolabel (Fig. 3B). In somecases,tight clustersof immunolabel were separatedby longer regionsof unlabeleddendrite.
Thesecould be seenat the ultrastructural level assmall patches
of immunoreactivity associatedwith the basal dendritic membrane (Fig. 3C). The label did not appearto be associatedwith
areasof synaptic contact (Fig. 3C) or the terminal bush of the
basaldendrite, the region in receipt of primary afferent input.
However, the thin nature of theselatter dendritic branchesmay
have prevented us from detecting them.
In the proximal apical dendrites, NaCh immunolabel was
readily detected at both the light and ultrastructural level as

distinct puncta separated by regions of unlabeled membrane
(Figs. 2B, 4A,B). The patchy distribution of immunolabel in
this casewas not due to the presenceof intervening boutons
sincethere are few synapseson pyramidal cell dendrites in this
region. Rather, nonimmunoreactive dendritic membrane was
in contact with glia or the myelinated fibers of the tSF (Fig. 4B).
In addition, these results cannot be attributed to penetration
problemswith immunocytochemical reagents,asglutamate immunoreactivity at the EM level can be seenas a diffusely distributed label throughout the internal region of apical dendrites
(Wang and Maler, unpublished observations).
At the light microscopic level, NaCh immunolabel in the
DML was observed as small puncta that followed the distal
arborization of pyramidal cell apical dendrites (Fig. 5B). At the
ultrastructural level, immunolabel was found in clear association with the surface of parallel fiber boutons that contact the
spinesof pyramidal cell apical dendrites (Fig. SC, Maler, 1979;
Maler et al., 1981). Immunopositive particlescould alsobe seen
adjacent to the shafts of distal apical dendrites (Fig. 5C, arrowhead),.although no evidence was obtained for NaCh immunolabel on any portion of the dendritic spine or subsynaptic apparatus.
Electrophysiology of pyramidal cells in vitro
The electrical activity of membraneregionsdemonstratingNaCh
immunoreactivity wasexaminedby intracellular recordingsfrom
pyramidal cell somataor apical dendrites usingan in vitro ELL
slice preparation (Mathieson and Maler, 1988). No recordings
were made from pyramidal cell basaldendrites. Pyramidal cells
were identified either histologically or by electrophysiological
characteristics. Somatic impalementswere obtained within the
boundariesof the pyramidal cell body layer (n = 86); recognized
in vitro as a gray strata flanked by the white myelinated fibers
of the tSF and plexiform layers (Fig. 1B). Apical dendritic recordings were obtained >75 pm from the pyramidal cell body
layer near the boundary of the tSF and VML (n = 2 1). Each of
theseimpalementsdisplayeda similar pattern of repetitive spike
dischargeand could be antidromically activated by stimulation
of the plexiform layer in longitudinally oriented slices.Antidromic activation establishesthat these recordings are from
pyramidal cell apical dendrites, since neurons within the tSF
and molecular layer project locally (Maler, 1979). Impalements
ofneuronal structureswithin the tSF that exhibited similar characteristics were taken to represent proximal apical dendritic
recordings (n = 5). Intracellular injection of biocytin into recordings at either the somatic (n = 28) or apical dendritic level
(n = 6) revealed a basilar or nonbasilar pyramidal cell structure
(Fig. 1B,C). A seriesof such injections also allowed us to distinguish betweenpyramidal cellsand other cell types (i.e., polymorphic cells, VML neurons, and tSF axons) on the basisof
electrophysiological characteristics (Turner and Maler, unpublished observations; Maler, 1979). As resting membrane characteristicsdid not differ substantially between basilar and nonbasilar pyramidal cells, measurementswere combined unless
otherwise noted.
Pyramidal cell somataand apical dendrites exhibited similar
resting potentials and input resistances(Table l), with linear
voltage/current plots over a membrane potential rangeof -90
mV to -65 mV in both locations (Fig. 6A,B). A voltage- and
time-dependent slow prepotential could be observed in some
cells above - -60 mV (primarily somatic recordings)asa slow
increasein the slope of a depolarization near spike threshold
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Figure 2. pyramidalcellsomata
andproximaldendritesexhibitNaChimmunolabel.
A-D arephotomicrographs
of 1.5pmsections
of thepyramidal
cell body layer doublelabeledfor tubulin (A, C) andNaCh immunoreactivitv(B. D). A. Tubulin immunolabelrevealsa basilarand nonbasilar
pyramidalcell(stars), togetherwith proximalportionsof apicaldendrites(arrows) andbasaldendrite(smd arrow). The cellbodiesof two possible
processes
in the immediate
pyramidalcells(openarrows) and a polymorphiccell (arrowhead) canalsobe detected.Numerouscross-sectioned
regionare apparentin tubulin-stainedtissue.B, NaCh immunoreactivityis distributedover the somaticmembraneof basilarand nonbasilar
pyramidalcells,andcontinuesonto the proximalapicalandbasaldendritictrunksin a morepunctatefashion(arrowheads). NaChimmunolabel
sectionof the pyramidalcell body layerindicatingtwo
canalsobc observedon the polymorphiccellsomata(arrows). C, Tubulin-immunolabeled
of NaChantibodywith purifiedelectroplaxNaChs
pyramidalcell somata(stars) with proximalapicaldendritictrunks(arrows). D, Preabsorption
eliminatesimmunolabel.Scalebar, 20 pm.

(Figs. 6A, 7; Mathieson and Maler, 1988).The voltage threshold
for action potential dischargeevoked by depolarizing current
also appearedto be similar in soma and apical dendrite, with
values above resting membrane potential in the soma of 11.1
+ 0.89 mV (n = 20) and 10.9 + 0.89 mV (n = 14) in dendritic
recordings(seeDiscussion).
At the somatic level, spikesevoked by depolarizing current
were of large amplitude and short half-width (Table 1) and

dischargednear threshold as a train of spikeswith a characteristically slow onset (lag) and subsequentincrease in the frequency of discharge(Fig. 6C, Mathieson and Maler, 1988).Current-evoked spikeswere followed by a fast afterhyperpolarization
(fAHP) and a slowafterhyperpolarization (sAHP). In somecells,
a depolarizing afterpotential (DAP) wasinterposedbetweenthe
fAHP and sAHP (described in Fig. 12). In dendtitic impalements, current-evoked depolarizations near spike threshold
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Figure 3. Pyramidal cell basal dendrites exhibit punctate regions of NaCh immunolabel. A and B, Low-power photomicrographs of a basilar
pyramidal cell double labeled for tubulin (A) and NaCh (B) immunoreactivity in a 1.5 pm tissue section. A, Tubulin immunolabel identifies the
pyramidal cell body and thick basal dendrite projecting ventrally towards the DNL, surrounded by numerous tubulin-stained processes cut in cross
section. B, NaCh immunoreactivity is distributed in a punctate manner on basal dendritic membrane (arrowheads), with immunoreactive sites
separated by long regions of nonreactive membrane. Immunoreactive sites are also apparent on somatic membrane. C, Electron micrograph of
NaCh-immunoreactive
sites on a pyramidal cell basal dendrite. Note the association of NaCh immunolabel with the surface of basal dendritic
membrane (open arrows), but not an impinging synaptic bouton in the upper left of the photograph (star). Scale bars: A and B, 10 pm; C, 2 pm.
evoked a similar pattern of repetitive spike discharge with an
initial lag and subsequentincreasein dischargefrequency (Fig.

60). Dendritic spikes,however, were of significantly lower amplitude and longer half-width than somatic spikes(Table 1)and
lacked an fAHP, although a low-amplitude sAHP was present.
Antidromic spikesin the somawere evoked with an amplitude
of 88.0 + 2.89 mV and half-width of 0.39 + 0.02 msec(n =
20) and in the apical dendrites, 66.6 -t 3.79 mV and 1.3 f 0.18
msec(n = 10;Fig. 6E,F). Although thesevaluesappeardifferent
from those in Table 1, antidromic spikesevoked upon a subthreshold current-evoked depolarization virtually superimposed upon those evoked by current injection alone (data not
shown). Again, antidromic somatic spikeswere followed by an
fAHP and sAHP but only an sAHP wasapparent at the dendritic
level. The presenceof a DAP interposedbetweenthe fAHP and

sAHP was more readily observed on antidromic spikesat the
somatic level (Fig. 6E).

TTX sensitivity of somatic and dendritic potentials
The contribution of NaChs to somatic or dendritic activity was
directly testedby focal ejection of TTX in the immediate vicinity
of intrasomatic or -dendritic recordings (see Materials and
Methods). For intrasomatic recordings,TTX ejectionsin either
the pyramidal or plexiform layer rapidly reduced spike frequency prior to inducing a complete failure of spike discharge
(Fig. 7A-C; n = 12). During this process,a slow prepotential of
up to 10 mV (4.8 f 0.84 mV, n = 9) became increasingly
apparent as a slowly rising depolarization (Fig. 7C), accounting
for an apparent increasein voltage threshold asspike frequency
dropped. The slow prepotential was also blocked by TTX, but
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Figure 4. Theproximalportionofpyramidalcellapicaldendrites
(~200 rm) exhibitpunctateregionsofNaChimmunolabel.
A, Electronmicrograph

of two proximalapicaldendritesof pyramidalcellscoursingthroughthecross-sectioned
myelinatedaxonsthat comprisethethick tSF fiberbundle.
stainingof
Note the punctatedistributionof NaChimmunolabelin association
with apicaldendriticmembrane(openarrows), with occasional
putative nodesof Ranvierof the surroundingtSF axons.B, Higher-powermicrographof the sectionof dendriteboxedin A illustratingpunctate
of the proximalapicaldendrite.Somebuildupof PAP reaction
NaChimmunoreactivity(regionsdenotedby arrowheads) adjacentto membranes
productis observedin the extracellularspaceadjacentto immunoreactivesites.Scalebars:A, 5 pm; B, 2 Mm.
always subsequentto the failure of evoked spikes. The latter
results were obtained with the shortest separation in time for
TTX ejections in the plexiform layer. Neither potential could
be evoked by higherlevels of current injection immediately after
blockade by TTX (data not shown). TTX ejectionsin either the
pyramidal or plexiform layer produced up to a 6 mV hyperpolarizing shift in resting potential (2.1 f 0.55 mV; II = 12) but
no measurablechangein input resistance(n = 7).
In contrast to somatic recordings,focal TTX ejectionsin the
immediate region of a dendritic impalement rarely produced a

direct failure of dendritic spikedischarge.Instead, spikesrapidly
decreasedin amplitude and then fractionated in form to reveal
a repeating cluster of smaller active responses(Fig. 8&C, n =
7/8). Thesewere composedof a comparatively large initial spike
and two smalleractive potentials of <2 msecduration (“partial
spikes” appearingassmall inflections on the falling phaseof the
initial spike).As TTX took effect, the partial spikeswere evoked
at progressively longer latencies,increasingthe overall duration
of each dendritic spike. TTX blocked the late partial spikes
within seconds(Fig. 8C) and reducedthe amplitude ofthe initial
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Figure 5. NaCh immunolabel of distal pyramidal cell apical dendrites and synaptic terminals. A and B, Low-power photomicrographs
of a 1.5
pm section of the ELL dorsal molecular layer containing pyramidal cell distal apical dendrites double stained for tubulin (A) and NaCh (B)
immunoreactivity. A, Tubulin immunolabel indicates several apical dendrites projecting dorsally through the DML. B, NaCh immunolabel appears
as small puncta that outline the structure of distal apical dendrites. C, Electron micrograph of a longitudinally sectioned pyramidal cell apical
dendrite in the DML. Immunolabel (open arrows) is often detected juxtaposed between glial membranes and parallel fiber boutons that synapse
on pyramidal cell dendritic spines (asterisks).
In contrast, NaCh immunolabel is only occasionally detected immediately adjacent to apical dendritic
membrane (arrowhead). Immunolabel was not detected in association with the neck, head, or postsynaptic density of several apical dendritic spines.
Scale bars: A and B, 20 pm; C, 2 pm.
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spike to a potential of 16-29 mV (Fig. 8D; n = 7). Since the
initial spike appeared to be essential for discharge of the subsequent TTX-sensitive
components and could be evoked by
antidromic stimulation (Fig. 8D), we refer to it as a “fast prepotential” (FPP) (Spencer and Kandel, 196 1; Carras et al., 1992;
Turner et al., 1993).
Dendritic FPPs were relatively TTX resistant in that repeated
ejection of the toxin was required over several minutes before
blockade was achieved (n = 2). Therefore, in order to determine
the origin of the FPP, TTX ejections were stopped in six cases
shortly after FPPs were uncovered. The TTX-containing elec-

20
mV

2 msec

trode was then repositioned in the cell body layer directly beneath and at the samedepth as the intradendritic impalement
(Fig. 8E). TTX ejection in the cell body layer rapidly decreased
the frequency and then blocked both current-evoked and antidromic FPPs recorded in the apical dendrite (Fig. 8F,G). TTX
ejection in the cell body layer also uncovered a small slow prepotential in four of eight dendritic recordingsthat wasblocked
subsequentto the failure of FPPs (Fig. 8G; 2.3 f 0.26 mV; n
= 4). No further activity could be evoked at this time by increasing depolarizing
current. As found for somatic recordings,
TTX ejection wasaccompaniedby a hyperpolarizing shift of up

Table 1. Comparison between membrane properties and current-evoked action potentials in pyramidal
cell somata and apical dendrites
Somata
Resting membrane potential (mv)
Input resistance (MQ)
Action potential height (mv)
Action potential half-width (msec)
Action potential height is measured from
amplitude. Data are mean * SEM.
*** p < 0.00 1, two-tailed Student’s t test.

68.3
26.7
81.4
0.35
threshold
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Apical dendrites
0.97,
1.89,
1.98,
0.03,
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=
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to peak depolarization;

Figure 6. Electrophysiological
characteristics of pyramidal cell somatic and
apical dendritic recordings. A and B,
Representative membrane potential response of somatic (A) and dendritic (B)
recordings to a set of square wave current pulse injections (90 msec). A slow
depolarizing prepotential is apparent in
the soma as a gradual increase in the
slope of the depolarization underlying
spike discharge (A, open arrow). Input
resistance (Ri) was similar in either location. C and D, Injection of depolarizing current in somatic (C) or apical
(0) dendritic impalements evoked similar repetitive spike trains, characterized by an initial lag and subsequent
increase in spike frequency. Somatic
spikes were of larger amplitude and
shorter duration than dendritic spikes,
and were followed by an fAHP (arrow)
and sAHP (arrowhead).
Dendritic
spikes were followed only by an sAHP
(D, arrowhead). E and F, Stimulation
of pyramidal cell axons in the plexiform
layer evoked an all-or-none antidromic
spike directly from baseline at both the
somatic (E) and dendritic (F) level (recordings at just sub- and suprathreshold intensity are shown superimposed).
Both an fAHP (arrow) and an sAHP
(arrowhead) followed the antidromic
somatic spike, while a smaller sAHP
was present in the apical dendrite (urrowheud). A DAP observed in somatic
recordings is most apparent in E interposed between the antidromic spike
fAHP and sAHP.
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Control

Figure 7. Focal ejection of TTX in the
pyramidal cell body layer blocks the somatic spike and slow prepotential. A,
Schematic diagram illustrating an intrasomatic recording in the pyramidal
cell layer (PCL; not drawn to size), and
the placement of a pressure electrode
for focal ejection of 16 PM TTX in the
PCL (shaded region). The horizontal
lines separating the PCL and VML denote the thick tSF fiber bundle: while
the truncated basal dendrite stgnifies
that results refer to both basilar and
nonbasilar pyramidal cells. i?, Control
intrasomatic response to depolarizing
current injection. C, TTX ejection rapidly reduced somatic spike frequency
prior to inducing a complete failure of
spike discharge (< 10 set). A slow prepotential (open arrows) that became apparent as spike frequency dropped was
subsequently blocked by TTX (three
traces superimposed in C, bottom). TTX
also induced a membrane hyperpolarization of 6 mV (resting potential shown
by C, bottom, solidarrow). D, Recovery
of spike and slow prepotential 25 min
after TTX ejections. The current pulse
shown in B applies to all recordings.

Recovery

potential (3.0 + 0.58 mV; n = 7) but no
measurablechangein input resistance(n = 4).
Pyramidal cellsare not known to form gapjunction connections or exhibit dye coupling to neighboring pyramidal cells
(Maler et al., 1981; Mathieson and Maler, 1988). Therefore,
dendritically recorded FPPs are not likely to represent spikes
electrotonically conducted acrossgap junctions between adjacent pyramidal cells (MacVicar and Dudek, 1982). We thus
interpret the blockade of dendritic FPPsby TTX ejection at the
cell body layer as evidence that these potentials representdepolarizations generatedby somatic action potential discharge
(Turner et al., 1993).
to 5 mV in resting

Antidromic

spike discharge

over the soma-dendritic

axis

We were unfortunately prevented from repeating the above experiments for dendritic sites in the DML, as these structures
could not recover a stableresting potential following the initial
impalement. We therefore tested for the presenceof Na+-dependent potentials in distal dendritic regions by determining
the extent of invasion by an evoked antidromic spike. For this
purposemost analysiswascarried out on identified extracellular
spike responses.
Comparison of intra- and extracellular potentials revealed
that the rising edgeof both somatic and dendritic antidromic
spikesaligned with a short-latency extracellular field potential
negativity (Fig. 9A,B, n = 6). Thesewere evoked with up to 5
mV amplitude and 1.2 msecduration in the pyramidal cell body
layer, and 1.5 mV and 2.0 msecduration in the VML (Fig. 9AC; n = 6). The field potential negativity wasgradedin amplitude
in both locationsand increaseddirectly with plexiform stimulus
intensity. Eachof the above characteristicswere taken to identify
these potentials as antidromic “population spikes” reflecting
synchronousspike dischargein the pyramidal cell population.

- 25 min.

We therefore used the population spike to measurethe extent
of antidromic spike invasion of pyramidal cell apical dendrites.
Laminar profiles of plexiform-evoked responsesrevealed a
prominent antidromic population spike only over a restricted
region of the pyramidal cell axis, largestin amplitude and shortest in latency in the pyramidal and plexiform layers(Fig. 9C,D).
A noticeable decreasein amplitude and an increasein the latency
of the population spike was found at the junction of the pyramidal cell body layer and the tSF. An even greater change in
these parameters was observed at the tSF/VML border and
through the remaining DML (Fig. 9D). The duration of the
population spike changedin a similar manner, increasingfrom
1.1 + 0.05 msecin the plexiform layer to 2.3 f 0.04 msecin
the mid-DML (n = 6).
In dendritic regions,a short-duration positivity precededthe
population spike, giving rise to a biphasic positive-negative
potential (Fig. 9C, tSF - DML). The early positivity had a peak
latency similar to that of the cell body population spike, and
increased

in duration

and amplitude

with dendritic

recording

distance. As this pattern of activity is essentially identical to
that observedfor dendritic spikeinvasion in other laminar structures (Jefferys, 1979; Richardson et al., 1987) we interpret it as
an outward current associatedwith the invasion of a spikefrom
more proximal regions. A second positive-going potential of
longer duration (2.5-4.5 msec)could follow antidromic population

spikes. This potential

was most prominent

in the plexi-

form and pyramidal layers (1.3 + 0.06 mV, n = 6; seebelow).
The largest antidromic population spike was thus found in
the plexiform and pyramidal cell body layers, regionscontaining
the axons and cell bodies of pyramidal cells, respectively. The
population

spike invaded

at least the proximal

portion

of py-

ramidal cell apical dendrites, but rapidly slowed in conduction
velocity above the tSF, decreasingfrom 1.23 m/set in the plexi-
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Figure 8. Focal ejectionof TTX blocks
the dendritic spike and reveals a FPP
of somatic origin. A and E, Schematic
diagrams illustrating pyramidal cells,
the intradendritic recording site in the
VML, and the sites for sequential ejection of 16 WM TTX in the VML (A-D)
and then the PCL (E-G, shaded regions).
The horizontal lines denote the thick
tSF fiber bundle, while the truncated
basal dendrite signifies that results refer
to both basilar and nonbasilar pyramidal cells. B, Control intradendritic
spike discharge evoked by current injection is shown on the left and the
plexiform-evoked
(antidromic)
dendritic spike is shown on the right. Cand
D, Focal TTX ejections in the immediate region of the recording site fractionated the dendritic spike, revealing
an initial FPP (arrows) and two subsequent active events (partial spikes)
that can be detected as small inflections
on the falling edge of the FPP. The FPP
decreased in size within 30 set, but the
later partial spikes were blocked. D, The
comparatively TTX-resistant FPP could
be evoked by either current injection or
antidromic stimulation 2 min after TTX
ejections in the VML. E and F, The
TTX electrode was relocated to the cell
body layer directly below the dendritic
recording site, and a second set of controls recorded. G, TTX ejections in the
PCL rapidly reduced FPP frequency
(upper records) and then blocked both
current- and plexiform-evoked FPPs
within a 10 set period (lower records).
A small slow prepotential that became
apparent after FPP blockade was subsequently blocked by TTX (open arrow). H, Recovery of spike discharge
20 min after TTX ejections. Current
pulses shown in B and F apply to all
recordings in their respective columns.
The stimulus artifacts were truncated
in D, G, and H.

with a dependenceof dendritic spike dischargeupon that at the
cell body. A TTX sensitivity of the VML dendritic population
spike is shown in Figure 10B. TTX ejections through a VML
recording electrode reduced the VML population spike by 4597% prior to any reduction of the cell body population spike

of TTX-sensitive
antidromic potentials
The above transformations in the population spike suggested negativity (Fig. 10B; n = 11). In contrast to the above results,
TTX ejections in the DML had no effect on the antidromic
that the nature of antidromic spike invasion of apical dendrites
potential (Fig. lOC, DML 1; n = 12). Reduction of the DML
changed above the level of the tSF. We therefore used focal
population responsecould only be obtained if repeatedejections
TTX ejections to assess
the contribution of NaChs to the conduction of the antidromic population spikeover different regions promoted sufficient diffusion of TTX to reduce the population
spike in the VML (Fig. lOC, VML 2). Similar results were obof the cell axis.
tained for all DML recording sites over -200 km from the
Focal ejections of TTX through an extracellular recording
pyramidal cell body layer.
electrode in the plexiform or pyramidal cell body layers rapidly
The above experiments demonstratethat TTX-sensitive conreduced the amplitude or blocked the antidromic population
ductancescontribute to the conduction of an antidromic spike
spike in these regions (Fig. 1OA; n = 5). As diffusion of TTX
over the cell body and proximal region of the apical dendritic
betweenthe pyramidal and VML layersis impeded by the thick
tSF fiber bundle (seeMaterials and Methods), a simultaneous axis (< 200 pm). Although the continued conduction of an active
decreaseof the VML population spike (Fig. 1OA) wasconsistent responsethrough someportion of the DML is suggestedby the
Localization
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Figure 9. Evoked antidromic spikes retrogradely invade the proximal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells. A and B, Comparison of intrasomatic
(A) and intradendritic (B) spikes (Zntru) to their respective extracellular field potentials (Extra) recorded immediately following withdrawal from
the impalements. In either location, the rising phase and peak of the intracellular spike aligns temporally with a negative-going population spike.
C, A laminar profile of antidromic field potentials over the pyramidal cell axis recorded at the locations indicated. A dashed line is drawn through
the peak of the population spike negativity in the pyramidal cell layer to facilitate latency comparisons. D, Plots of the average peak amplitude
(open circles) and peak latency (solid circles) of the antidromic field potential negativity over the pyramidal cell axis (n = 6). Plexiform stimulus
intensity was adjusted in each case to evoke a - 1.5 mV population spike negativity in the pyramidal cell layer. The boundaries between major
strata are shown by dashed lines. Note the progressive change in peak amplitude and latency of the negative-going field potential over the apical
dendritic axis. A more rapid transition in both parameters was detected near the branch point of proximal apical dendrites at approximately the
tSF/VML border. Field potential responses are averaged records of three consecutive sweeps. Average values in D without error bars are those in
which the bars fall within the boundary of the illustrated point.

presenceof a small antidromic field negativity (Figs. 9, lOC),
this responseappearsto be generatedby TTX-insensitive conductances.
The efects of dendritic spike dischargeupon somatic activity
A curious result of the above study was that blockade of the
VML population spike by TTX was accompaniedby a 48 *
8.7% reduction of the late field potential positivity in the cell
body layer (Fig. 10B; n = 11). This was unexpected, as a local
field positivity reflects a net outward flow of current to the
extracellular space;usually the result of active ionic or synaptic
conductancesin the immediate (somatic) region. We therefore
applied several pharmacologicalblocking agentsto identify the
conductance(s)underlying the field positivity following the somatic antidromic population spike. Neither Cl- nor Ca2+conductancesappearedto be involved, as focal pressureejections
of picrotoxin (25 PM; n = 3), Cd*+ or Mn2+ (30 mM; n = 4) in
the VML or pyramidal cell body layer failed to reproduce the
results obtained with dendritic TTX ejection. Although ejections of TEA (10 mM) in the VML had very little effect (n = 6),
TEA ejectedin the cell body layer immediately reducedthe field
positivity by 49 + 6.7% (n = 4).
The above results suggestedthat -50% of the somatic field
positivity could be attributed to potassium conductancesassociated with somatic spike discharge. The remaining -50%
wasdependentupon dendritic TTX-sensitive conductances,indicating that dischargeof a dendritic spike results in outward
current

flow in the somatic

region.

We therefore

reexamined

somaticactivity to assess
the possiblerelationship betweendendritic Na+ spike dischargeand somatic membrane potential.
Generation of the somatic depolarizing afterpotential
Comparisonof extra- and intracellular recordingsdemonstrated
that the antidromic

field potential

positivity

aligned

with

the

falling edge of intracellular spikesand the DAP that followed
somatic spike discharge(Fig. 9A). The DAP was not a simple
reflection of the extracellular responseas it was absent on antidromic recordsevoked at just subthresholdintensity (Fig. 9A).
A separateset of experiments also indicated that the DAP was
not simply a K+ current generatedat potentials below the K+
reversal potential, as ejections of 4-AP (n = 4) or TEA (n = 4)
increasedDAP amplitude. We therefore directly tested the role
of dendritic Na+ spikesin generating the somatic DAP by applying TTX to the proximal apical dendrites.
Focal ejection of TTX through a VML extracellular recording
electrode reducedthe antidromic dendritic population spikeby
up to 90% prior to affecting intrasomatic spike amplitude (Fig.
1l&C, n = 7). The somatic DAP, however, was blocked by
this action in all five casesthat originally demonstrated the
response(Fig. 11C). Two cellsnot clearly exhibiting DAPs were
unaffected. Subtraction of control from test intrasomatic spikes
revealed the DAP as a depolarization of 7.3 2 0.66 mV amplitude and 3.0 f 0.32 msecduration (Fig. 1lC, n = 5).
In order to comparedirectly the duration of a dendritic spike
to the somatic DAP, antidromic spikes were sequentially recorded in somatic and dendritic impalementsin the sameslice.
We assumedthat the latency for spike invasion at the somawas
similar in both casesas the dendritic recording was obtained
directly above the previous somatic impalement, and the stimulation site and intensity were unchanged.Superimposition of
these records demonstrated a correlation between the overall
duration of a dendritic spike and the somatic DAP (Fig. 11D;
n = 3).
If the somatic DAP is a reflection of dendritic spikedischarge,
the DAP should exhibit a refractory period. To test this we
delivered pairs of antidromic stimuli at varying condition-test
(C-T) intervals, and succeededin differentially blocking the DAP
and spike in four of six somatic recordings. In the soma, anti-
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dromic stimulus pairs gradually reduced the test DAP amplitude
over a range of C-T intervals below 3.8 msec, with final blockade
at 3.0 f 0.17 msec (n = 4; Fig. 11E). The somatic spike failed
in an all-or-none manner at shorter C-T intervals (2.3 f 0.2
msec; n = 6). In dendritic recordings, spikes were reduced in
amplitude for C-T intervals below 5 msec, and blocked at 4.4
f 0.24 msec (Fig. 11F; n = 4), a value significantly different
from that of somatic spikes (p < 0.00 1). The FPP remaining in
the dendrite was reduced in amplitude at shorter C-T intervals
and failed at 2.1 + 0.18 (Fig. 1 lF, n = 3), a value not significantly
different from that of the somatic spike. As the DAP was gradually reduced in amplitude over a range of C-T intervals, it was
not possible to compare statistically the refractory period of the
DAP to somatic or dendritic spikes. This may be due to a
blockade of dendritic spikes at locations progressively closer to
the cell body as the C-T interval was reduced. Nevertheless, the
above tests revealed that both the somatic DAP and dendritic
spike exhibit refractory periods longer than that of the somatic
spike.
The DAP and oscillatory discharge in pyramidal cells
In some cells, the DAP could dramatically alter pyramidal cell
output during repetitive spike discharge evoked by depolarizing
current injection. At depolarizations beyond spike threshold,
these cells exhibited a time-dependent change in spike afterpotentials, apparent as a progressive decrease in the sAHP and
an increase in DAP amplitude (Fig. 12B; n = 28). Both factors
contributed to the DAP eventually attaining somatic spike
threshold, discharging a short-latency spike up to the limit of
the refractory period. This resulted in a high-frequency “doublet” spike burst (up to 500 Hz) followed by a “postburst AHP”
(bAHP) of 5-10 msec. This process was repeated in a consecutive fashion for longer-lasting depolarizations, giving rise to
an oscillatory burst of two to six spikes with a period ranging
from 38 to 81 Hz (Fig. 120; 59 f 3.7 Hz, n = 11). As the
changein afterpotentials depended upon the rate of spike discharge, it was possibleto shift a singlecell from a tonic to an
oscillatory modeaccordingto the level ofcurrent injection (< 1.O
nA). Intrasomatic biocytin injectionsindicated that these“DAPinduced” oscillations were present in both basilar (n = 5) and
nonbasilar (n = 7) pyramidal cells. In addition, both the magnitude and incidenceof oscillatory dischargewasmore prevalent
for cells in the centrolateral segmentor in longitudinally sectioned slices(presumedcentrolateral or lateral segments)(Turner et al., 1991b).
In order to test the role for dendritic NaChs in evoking oscillations, we repeated the earlier test of focally ejecting TTX
in the proximal dendritic region. As shown in Figure 12, B and
CTTX ejectionsrestricted to the VML selectively blocked both
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Figure IO. Antidromic field potential responses are TTX insensitive
in the distal apical dendritic region. Two extracellular recording electrodes were placed at different points over the cell axis to record the
plexiform-evoked antidromic potential. Control responses are superimoosed unon those recorded immediately following ejections of 16 PM
TTX ((4 pulses) through one of the two recording electrodes (denoted
bv arrowsI A. Focal TTX eiections in the cell bodv laver (PCL) simultaneously blocked the population spikes recorded inthe PCL’and
the VML. B, TTX ejections through a recording electrode in the VML
reduced the VML population spike prior to affecting the negativity of
the pyramidal cell population spike. The positive-going field potential

in the PCL was, however, reduced in concert with the VML population
spike negativity. C, Focal TTX ejections through an electrode in the
more distal DML had no effect on the DML population response (DML
1). A lack of effect on the simultaneously recorded population spike in
the VML (WU. I) confirms that TTX was localized to the DML at this
time. Repetitive TTX ejections (> 10 pulses) eventually reduced the
DML population response (DML 2), but only if the toxin diffused over
a sufficient distance to reduce the population spike in the VML (VML
2). Field potentials are averaged records of three consecutive sweeps.
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Figure Il. Na+-dependent dendritic spikes generate a somatic depolarizing afterpotential. A-C, Blockade of antidromic dendritic spikes by focal
TTX ejection blocks the somatic DAP. A, Schematic diagram of a pyramidal cell (basilar or nonbasilar cells) illustrating an intrasomatic recording
site and the site of TTX ejection in the VML (shaded region) through a TTX-containing
extracellular recording electrode. Antidromic spikes were
evoked by stimulation of the plexiform layer (paired stimulus wires). B and C, The control intrasomatic spike (Soma) and the VML population
spike are shown in B and again in C superimposed upon those recorded immediately after TTX ejections in the VML (denoted by arrow in C).
Sub- and suprathreshold responses are shown superimposed in the control records of B. C, After TTX ejections, the VML population spike was
reduced, but the amplitude of the somatic spike was unchanged, indicating a restriction of TTX to the VML at this time. However, the DAP
following the antidromic somatic spike (1) was reduced following TTX ejections (2). The difference between the intracellular recordings (I-2) is
shown in the lowest record of C. D, Superimposition of antidromic spikes recorded sequentially in a soma (solid arrow) and then dendritic
impalement (open arrow) in the same slice using a constant stimulus site and intensity. Note that the duration of the dendritic spike envelopes the
somatic DAP. E and F, Paired antidromic stimuli at short C-T intervals revealed that both the somatic DAP and dendritic spike exhibit a refractory
period greater than the somatic spike. E, In a somatic recording, the DAP was progressively reduced at C-T intervals of 2.2-3.8 msec and blocked
at 2.3 msec C-T (solid arrow). The somatic spike exhibited an absolute refractory period of 1.7 msec (asterisk). F, A dendritic spike (solid arrow)
was blocked at a C-T interval of 4.4 msec, revealing a PPP (open arrow). The PPP was reduced in height at shorter C-T intervals, and blocked
all-or-none at a 1.9 msec C-T interval (asterisk). The onset of the stimulus artifacts in E and F has been removed to improve the clarity of
presentation.
the somatic DAP and doublet spike discharge,while somatic
spike amplitude
and the progressive decrease in sAHP amplitude remained intact (n = 6). In cells exhibiting
DAP-induced
oscillations, TTX ejections in the VML rapidly converted pyramidal cell activity from an oscillatory
to a tonic discharge
mode (Fig. 12D,E; n = 6). In two cases,these results were
repeated three times after recovery from TTX ejections. Notably, the overall mean firing rate for a given step depolarization

was unchanged after TTX ejection, indicating that the DAP
selectively influenced the pattern of pyramidal cell discharge.
Discussion
The presentstudy demonstratesthat TTX-sensitive NaChs are
distributed

over somatic and dendritic

membranes

of ELL py-

ramidal cells. Furthermore, regional blockade of thesechannels
revealed a soma-dendritic interaction in action potential dis-
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Figure 12. FocaldendriticTTX ejectionblocksthe somaticDAP and oscillatorydischarge
in pyramidalcells.A, Schematicdiagramillustrating
intrasomaticrecordingsfrom pyramidalcellsand the placementof a pressureelectrodefor focal ejectionsof 16 I.~MTTX in the VML (shaded
region).The horizonta linesseparating
the PCLandVML denotethe thick tSF fiberbundle,whilethe truncatedbasaldendritesignifiesrecordings
from bothbasilarandnonbasilar
ovramidalcells.B andC. DendriticTTX eiectionblocksthe somaticDAP. B, Repetitivesomaticspikedischarge
duringcurrentinjection(80 msecjwasaccompanied
by a progressive
decrease
in sAHP amplitudeandan increase-in
the DAP (arro& The DAP
eventuallyattainedthresholdfor spikedischarge
andgenerateda high-frequencyspikedoublet(lastdischarge
in spiketrain) followedby a bAHP.
C, FocalTTX ejectionsin the VML selectivelyblockedthe DAP and doubletspikedischarge
without affectingsomaticspikeamplitudeor the
progressive
decrease
in sAHP amplitude.D and E, Dendritic TTX ejectionblocksan oscillatorydischargedriven by the DAP. D, Extended
depolarizingcurrentinjection(175 msec)in anothercell evokeda repetitiveseriesof spikeburstsincorporatinga sequentialdecrease
in sAHP
amplitude,anincreasein DAP amplitude,anddoubletspikedischarge.
The bAHP that followeddoubletspikedischarge
appeared
to reinstatethe
process,
leadingto an oscillatoryburstdischarge
in thiscell at a frequencyof 56 + 2.6 Hz (n = 9). E, FocalTTX ejectionsin the VML selectively
blockedthe DAP andconvertedpyramidalcelloutput from an oscillatoryto a tonic discharge
without affectingthe amplitudeor overallfrequency
of somaticspikedischarge.

chargethat underliesa form of oscillatory spike discharge.The
known responsecharacteristicsof pyramidal cellsin vivo suggest
that theseoscillationsrepresentthe cellular basisof a temporal
filter in a first-order sensorynucleus(Maler, 1989).
NaChswereimmunolocalizedin ELL pyramidal cellsofweakly
electric fish usingan antibody directed againstNaChs from the
electric organ of Electrophorus electricus(Ellisman and Levinson, 1982). This antibody intensely labels NaChs localized to
axon nodes of Ranvier in both Electrophorus and the Apteronotid speciesstudied here (Ellisman and Levinson, 1982; Devor et al., 1989). Although several NaCh subtypesfrom mammalian CNS have been cloned and expressed(Noda et al.,
1986a,b;Suzuki et al., 1988;Auld et al., 1990;Joho et al., 1990;
Saraoet al., 1991; Schaller et al., 1992) no direct comparisons
can be made to our results as the molecular and biophysical
characteristicsof Apteronotid NaChshave not beendetermined.
Nevertheless,immunolabel in the present study was correlated
with membrane regions containing NaChs supporting action
potential discharge. Given recent evidence for distinct gating
modesin NaChs(Moorman et al., 1990;Alzheimer et al., 1993a),
it is unclear at the presenttime asto whether our immunolabel
also includes NaChs contributing to slow prepotential generation.

Dendritic distribution of NaCh immunolabel
NaChs have previously been localized by radio- and fluorescently-labeled toxins to neuritesand somataof cultured neurons
(Catterall, 1981; Boudier et al., 1985; Angelides et al., 1988)
and by immunocytochemistry to nodesof Ranvier or axon hillock (Ellismanand Levinson, 1982;Wollner and Catterall, 1986;
Black et al., 1989; Devor et al., 1989) and somatic membrane
of cells in both culture and intact tissue (Westenbroek et al.,
1989; Caffrey et al., 1992). The present study provides the first
immunocytochemical localization of NaChs to dendritic membranesof a vertebrate CNS neuron in intact tissue.Of considerable interest is the fact that basaland apical dendrites exhibited punctate regions of immunolabel, reflecting a localized
increasein the density of NaChs. As this was observed at both
the light and EM level, these discontinuous “patches” of immunolabel did not appear to connect outside the plane of sectioning. Therefore, this distribution provides the first clear cytochemical correlate for dendritic NaCh “hot spots,” putative
sitesproposedin other cells to act as the location for dendritic
Na+ spike discharge (Spencer and Kandel, 1961; Kuno and
Llinas, 1970; Wong et al., 1979; Deschenes,1981; Coleman,
1987;Huguenardet al., 1989; Turneret al., 1991a,1993;Regehr
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et al., 1993). Although immunolabel was detected on the external surface of parallel fiber boutons in the distal DML, no
label was observed in direct association with the neck, head, or
postsynaptic density of pyramidal cell dendritic spines. Similarly, immunolabel was not associated with the subsynaptic
membrane of terminals impinging on the soma or basal dendrite. Therefore, in ELL pyramidal cells, NaChs do not associate
with dendritic spines, but rather with nonsynaptic membrane
of the dendritic shaft or soma, a result that may be of significance
for theoretical studies of spine function (Shepherd et al., 1985;
Baer and Rinzel, 1991). The mechanism by which NaChs are
distributed to and confined at these particular locations is unknown at the present time.
Immunolocalized NaChs and action potential discharge
The distribution of NaCh immunolabel corresponded closely
to that of TTX-sensitive action potential discharge in both somatic and dendritic regions of pyramidal cells. Na+-dependent
action potentials were reliably generated in both basilar and
nonbasilar pyramidal cell somata (Fig. 7; Mathieson and Maler,
1988); a result in agreement with NaCh immunolabel on somatic membrane. Tissue sections containing an identifiable axon
hillock were not obtained for immunocytochemical
analysis.
Nevertheless, a rapid block of spike discharge following TTX
ejections in the plexiform layer suggests that this region also
contains a high NaCh density. The presence of NaCh immunolabel over the proximal -200 pm of apical dendrites was
correlated with action potential discharge, although spikes were
of substantially lower amplitude and longer duration than that
at the soma. This could result from a less uniform or lower
density of NaChs, NaChs with different kinetic properties
(Moorman et al., 1990; Alzheimer et al. 1993a,b), or the specific
complement of K+ conductances in somatic and dendritic
regions. Distal apical dendrites were distinct in that the antidromic population spike in the DML was TTX-insensitive and
rapidly decreased in conduction velocity beyond the tSF/VML
border. This does not rule out the possible significance of NaChs
in distal dendritic regions, but it does indicate that NaCh density
in distal dendrites is insufficient to promote Na+ spike conduction, at least that measured at the level of extracellular field
potentials.
Although NaCh immunolabel was -densely distributed over
somatic membrane, initial measurements indicated an equivalent voltage threshold for action potential discharge in somatic
and dendritic regions. However, TTX ejections revealed a
marked difference in the depolarization underlying evoked spikes.
Following TTX ejections in the VML, dendritic spikes discharged at short latency on a one-to-one basis with FPPs of up
to 29 mV, potentials that were in turn generated by spike discharge in the cell body region (Fig. 8). In contrast, FPPs were
not uncovered at the soma when somatic spikes were blocked
by local TTX ejection, even with high levels of depolarizing
current (data not shown). This suggests that apical dendrites
generate a spike only when brought to threshold by the additional depolarization provided by the FPP. Superimposition of
FPPs on the fast rising phase of dendritic spikes thus prevented
us from detecting them when measuring the voltage for action
potential discharge. The cell body region then exhibits a lower
threshold for spike discharge (11 + 0.9 mV; n = 20) than dendritic membrane, a conclusion that would equate with the stronger NaCh immunofluorescence on somatic membrane. The ex-

act voltage threshold of dendritic membrane has not been
determined at this time.
The above data suggest a sequence for the initiation and propagation of Na+ spikes over the axis of ELL pyramidal cells when
activated by current injection or antidromic stimulation. Current-evoked depolarizations at either the somatic or apical dendritic level initiate spike discharge in the soma-axon hillock
region, the location of lowest threshold for spike generation.
Once an action potential is discharged at the soma, it is reflected
in the proximal ,apical dendrite as an all-or-none, small-amplitude FPP. The TTX resistance of this response suggests it conducts electrotonically from the soma (Coombs et al., 1957; Carras et al., 1992; Turner et al., 1993), as dendritically recorded
FPPs were rapidly blocked by TTX ejections in the cell body
region. The FPP in turn discharges at least two active potentials
at short latency in the proximal apical dendrite (Fig. 8C), the
combination of which generates a lower-amplitude, longer-duration dendritic spike. Beyond - 200 pm distance, active propagation of the Na+ spike fails, and the remaining potential conducts into the distal apical dendrites either passively or by TTXresistant conductances (Wong et al. 1979; Llinas and Sugimori,
1980; Caffrey et al., 1992; Hoehn et al., 1993). The pattern of
Na+ spike initiation and conduction in response to synaptic
depolarization remains to be determined.
Functional significance of NaChs in ELL pyramidal cells
Oscillatory discharge. We have now obtained direct evidence
that a Na+ spike retrogradely conducted into the apical dendrites
results in a depolarization of somatic membrane in the form of
a DAP. Although it is possible the DAP is generated in part by
active conductances (Llinas and Yarom, 198 1; Valiante et al.,
1992; Higashi et al., 1993; Hoehn et al., 1993; Viana et al.,
1993; Zhang et al., 1993) triggered by the dendritic spike, local
ejections of Ca2+ and K+ channel blockers could not reproduce
the results obtained by dendritic TTX ejection. Rather, the simplest explanation for the DAP is that the long-duration dendritic
spike (3-10 msec) results in a redistribution of current to the
cell body region that outlasts the repolarizing phase of the somatic spike. This may occur either directly from dendritic inward current or the discharge of membrane capacitance following retrograde spike invasion. In fact, TTX ejections in the
proximal dendritic region reduced the somatic antidromic field
positivity (Fig. 1OB), a result indicating that current associated
with dendritic spike discharge sources at the level of the pyramidal cell body layer.
The DAP dramatically altered pyramidal cell output during
repetitive spike discharge as it grew in size to eventually trigger
a high-frequency spike doublet (Fig. 12). A bAHP that followed
the spike doublet then “reset” the cell. A repetition of this
sequence of events resulted in an oscillatory burst of spikes with
a period determined by the bAHP. The final outcome of this
soma-dendritic interaction in action potential discharge was to
convert pyramidal cell output from a tonic to an oscillatory
mode. Notably, a retrograde spike invasion of dendritic membrane has been suggested to account for somatic DAPs in lobster
stretch receptors (Grampp, 1966; Calvin and Hartline, 1977),
mammalian motoneurons (Granit et al., 1963; Nelson and Burke,
1967), dentate gyrus granule cells (Valiante et al., 1992), and
hippocampal and neocortical pyramidal cells (Calvin and Sypert, 1976; Storm et al., 1987). In many cases DAPs can modify
spike trains by generating short-latency spike doublets or spike
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bursts (Calvin and Sypert, 1976; Calvin and Hartline, 1977;
Wong and Prince, 1981; Connors et al., 1982; Steriade et al.,
1993; Viana et al., 1993). The mechanism described in the
present study for generating DAPs and oscillatory spike bursts
may then be applicable to a wide range of cell types.
Electrosensory processing. Pyramidal cells of the ELL encode
spatial and temporal characteristics of amplitude modulations
of an electric organ discharge (EOD) emitted for the purpose of
electrolocation and -communication (Bastian, 1986a; Bullock
and Heiligenberg, 1986; Metzner and Heiligenberg, 199 1). Pyramidal cells in each of the segmental maps exhibit differential
response characteristics in vivo, with cells in the centromedial,
centrolateral, and lateral segments responding on average to
progressively higher frequencies of EOD amplitude modulations
(Shumway, 1989). This led Maler (1989) to propose that the
ELL acts as a “tunable temporal filter” of EOD amplitude modulations. Consistent with this proposal, lateral segment pyramidal cells preferentially respond to electrocommmunicatory
signals (chirps; Metzner and Heiligenberg, 199 1) composed of
50-100 Hz EOD amplitude modulations (Zupanc and Maler,
1994). It is thus significant that DAP-induced oscillatory bursts
occur at a frequency of 40-80 Hz, as this falls within the best
frequency range for pyramidal cells of the centrolateral and
lateral segments in vivo (Shumway, 1989), and corresponds to
the frequency of amplitude modulations caused by chirps (Zupant and Maler, 1994). Indeed, spontaneous spike doublets characteristic of DAP-induced burst firing appear to be most prevalent in these segments in vitro (Turner et al., 1991b). Thus,
DAP-induced oscillations may permit pyramidal cells to synchronize their discharge to rapid EOD modulations related to
electrolocation or -communication signals.
We therefore hypothesize that the soma-dendritic interaction
in spike discharge that results in oscillatory spike bursts represents the cellular basis of a postsynaptic filter that tunes the
ELL circuit response to sensory input.
Amplification of synaptic input. Afferents carried in the tSF
fiber bundle branch and terminate in the proximal apical dendritic region of pyramidal cells, the same region exhibiting punctate NaCh immunolabel. Dendritic NaChs may then act to boost
the transmissipn of tSF synaptic input to the cell body region.
It is unknown at this time whether tSF-evoked EPSPs can attain
the higher spike threshold of apical dendrites and initiate spike
discharge at that level. However, recent evidence has been obtained for an augmentation of the tSF EPSP by a slow voltagedependent Na+ conductance that may involve NaChs responsible for the slow prepotential (Plant et al., 1992; Plant and
Maler, unpublished observations).
The electrophysiology of pyramidal cell basal dendrites has
not yet been determined, but the punctate distribution of NaCh
immunolabel on basal dendrites is optimally positioned to boost
primary afferent synaptic depolarizations. This dendritic structure is unique in that excitatory inputs terminate only on the
most distal dendritic bush up to 400 pm from the cell body
(Maler, 1979). Compartmental modeling ofpyramidal cells with
passive basal dendrites suggests that single EPSPs are severely
attenuated and fail to reach spike threshold at the soma (Maler,
unpublished observations). These simulations further suggest
that a passive basal dendrite acts as a low pass filter incapable
of following frequencies over a few hertz. As pyramidal cells
can follow primary afferent inputs encoding EOD amplitude
modulations of over 60 Hz (Bastian 1986a,b; Shumway 1989),
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passive temporal integration of basal dendritic EPSPs appears
unlikely. These factors would suggest a role for NaChs in generating basal dendritic spikes, allowing the pyramidal cell to
follow rapid changes of primary afferent input. This hypothesis
is consistent with a recent theoretical study suggesting that
boosting distal inputs by local dendritic conductances permits
a sensory neuron to follow rapid fluctuations of synaptic input
(Softky and Koch, 1993). Interestingly, the basal dendrite is
covered with GABAergic boutons from local and commissural
inhibitory interneurons (Maler and Mugnaini, 1994). Thus, the
ability for dendritic NaChs to amplify synaptic depolarizations
is itself regulated by local inhibitory input.
ELL pyramidal cells offer a unique opportunity to examine
how the distribution of an ion channel interacts with primary
afferent and feedback inputs to encode sensory stimuli. The
ability to examine cell response characteristics in vitro or during
electrocommunication or electrolocation in vivo (Bastian, 1986a)
further makes it possible to investigate cellular interactions in
the context of neural circuit function. Future work can thus be
expected to define the relationship between oscillatory discharge
and the proposed function for the ELL as a set of tunable spatiotemporal filters (Maler, 1989).
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